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ABSTRACT 
Let S be a Hermitian matrix, and S, a principal submatrix with r less rows and 
columns. Let v and or, be the numbers of positive eigenvalues of S and S,. One of 
Poincar~s inequalities says that vi + r > II > si. We tighten these inequalities as 
follows. Let S and 8, be DimKerS andDimKerS,, andlet d=DimKerSnKerS,. 
Then 
a,+r-(6-d),a,nl+(6,-d). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shah extend Poinca&‘s inequalities which compare the number of 
positive eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix with the number for a principal 
submatrix. We are able to improve Poincare’s inequalities if given informa- 
tion about the intersection of the kernels of the matrix and the principal 
submatrix. The results are also valid for bounded self-adjoint operators on 
HiIbert space. For this, we use the following easy result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be a bounded self&joint operator on a Hilbert 
space 3’. Then there exist closed orthogonul subspaces W,, W,, and W_ 
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such that 2 is the direct sum 
.a? = W,BW@W_ 
and 
(ST, x) > 0, x E w, - 0, 
(Sx, r) c 0, x E w_ - 0, 
W, = KerS, 
0.1) 
where 0 denotes a zero uector. 
For nonfinite spaces, Theorem 1.1 may be established as an exercise using 
the usual orthogonal projections E, associated with the spectral theorem for 
bounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space. Then W_ and W, may be 
defined by 
H_ =ImE, and H+=(ImE,)‘, 
W+=(H+nKerS)l nH+ and W_ =(H_ nKerS)‘nH_. 
Let T = DimW,, Y = DimW_, and 6 = DimW,. 
Let P : A? + V be an orthoprojection of &’ onto a subspace V, with finite 
codimension. Let S, = PSJV. Again there are invariant orthogonal subspaces 
V,, V,, and V_ such that 
v = v+03v,ev_ 
and 
Let 
V, = Ker S,, 
(0, S,u) ‘0, VEV+@V& o@V,, 
(0, S,u) < 0, UEV_@Ve, U4V,. (1.2) 
r=DimV’ 9 n, = DimV,, v1 = DimV_ , and S, = Dim&. 
REMARK. When the operator S represents a physical or engineering 
system and when P: V + W represents linear constraints on the physical 
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system, then it is known that the operator I’S represents the constrained 
physical system. 
When S is a compact operator or a Hermitian matrix, Cauchy’s interlac- 
ing theorem and Poincare’s inequalities are equivalent to these inequalities: 
r+n,>n>,n,, 
r+m,+6r>7ra+67rm,+6,, (1.3) 
8, + r > 6 2 6, - T. 
When S is a bounded operator, Professor Davis has established that 
77 > IT1 and r+a,+6r>~++ 
as Theorems 1 and 2 of [4].’ 
We shall present tighter bounds on IT, v, and 6. Set 
d=DimV,nW,=Dim(KerSnKerS,), 
A=Codimof V,nW,inV,, 
A*=Codimof VanWainW,. 
(1.4) 
Then 
6=d+A* and 6,=d+A. 
Our result is: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let S be a bounded self&joint operator on Hilbert space. 
Let P: 2 + V be an orthoprojector onto a subspace V with finite codimen- 
sion r. Let S, = PS. Then, both A and A* are finite and 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
0.7) 
‘As mentioned in [3], some other parts of [4] are erroneous. 
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REMARK. Since both A and A* 2 0, (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) provide tighter 
bounds on Q, Y, and 6 than (1.3). 
Some related results, when a real interval, on which the total spectral 
multiplicity is finite, does not include the highest or lowest eigenvahre, are 
presented in [3]. 
That Theorem 1.2 is best possible, at least for Hermitian matrices, is 
demonstrated by: 
THEOREM 1.3. Given m Hermitian matrices S,, S,, . . . , S, with inertias 
(q, vi, S,), nzspectively. Let each ni = ri + vi + Si and let n = Crzn=ni. Choose 
any subspace Vi c Ker Si, and let A i = codim of Vi in Ker Si. Choose any 
nonnegative integers T, v, and 6 such that 
n=n+6+v 
and 
IT >, Max( ri + A,), v> Max(vi + Ai), and S>E(Si-Ai). 
Then there is an n X n Hermitian matrix S with inertia (a, v, 6) such that 
S,, S,, * * *, S,,, are the block diagonal of S and each 
Ui = KerS]C”a, where Q=“= G C”i. 
i=l 
We establish Theorem 1.3 in a companion paper [l]. 
In a sequel to this paper [2] we shall present a plethora of applications of 
Theorem 1.2 for Hermitian matrices. As a sample we state a Corollary 1.4 
which implies that the associated matrix of a pseudoconvex function (in 
quadratic programming) usually has no zero off the main diagonal. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let S be a symmetric matrix, and suppose that the 
diagonal of S has only nonpositive numbers. Suppose that: 
(i) S has ru) column consisting of only zeros; 
(ii) no column of S is a multiple of another column. 
Zf S has an offdiagonal element which is zero, then S has at least two 
negative eigenvalues. 
This corollary is established in [2]. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
We shall begin by showing that A and A* are finite, and establishing 
(1.7). A quick proof of (1.7), when S is a Hermitian matrix, is presented at 
the end of this section. 
NOTATION. Ve W denotes the orthogonal complement of W in V; hence 
V = W@ (Ve W) is the direct sum when W has finite codimension. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be any self&joint operator on an inner-product 
space H. Let P : H + V be an ortbrojection onto a closed subspace V with 
finite codimmsion r. Let S, = PSIV, and let A and A* be defined by (1.4). 
Let 
8 = DimKerS and 8, = DimKerS,. 
Then both A and A* are finite, and 
r>,A+A* 
and 
(2.1) 
Proof. Set V, = Ker S,e Ker S, and set C ’ = H8V. Then H may be 
written as the direct sum 
H=(KerSnKerS,)@V,$(V8KerS,)$C’ (2.2) 
of these orthogonal subspaces. With respect to this direct sum, the operator S 
may be written as this 4 X 4 matrix of linear operators: 
s= 
where for example: 
00 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 B: 
0 0 A, B; 9 
0 B, B, 42 
(2.3) 
(i) if P, : H + C ’ is the orthoprojection, then A, = P,S IQ= ’ and A, is an 
r X r matrix; 
(ii) if P,: H + V, is the orthoprojection, then B, = P,HIV, is an r X A 
matrix, and BF = P,S IQ= ’ is a A X r matrix. 
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Proof. The space V, was chosen as 
KerS,@(KerSnKerS,). 
Therefore, for each w E V, and w # 0, 
S,w=O and SwzO. 
We note that 
B,w=Sw-S,w+O, WEWO_O. 
That Ker A 4 = 0 follows from the choice of V8 Ker S, as the domain 
space for A,. n 
CLAIM 2.3. DimKer B: = r - A. 
Proof. Since Ker B, = 0 and since B, is an r X A matrix, we see that 
A < r, and hence that Rank B, = A. Therefore, 
RankB:=A and DimKerB:=r-A. n 
LEMMA 2.4. There is a one-to-one projection of KerS into (Ker S, n 
KerS)@KerB:. 
Proof. Let u = (w,, w2, wg, w4) be a vector in Ker S with respect to the 
direct sum of (2.2), i.e., 
w1 E KerS nKerS,, WzEVz, 
w,EVeKerS,, and w,EC’. 
Then Su = 0 is equivalent to these three equations: 
B:w4 = 0 E V,, 
A,w, = B,*w, E VeKerS,, 
B,w, = - B,w, - Azw4 E C’. 
Of course, (2.4) is equivalent to w4 E KerB:. 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Since KerA, = 0 (Claim 2.2), for each w, E Ker BfP there is at most one 
wg E V8 Ker S, such that (2.5) is satisfied. Since Ker B, = 0, (Claim 2.2), for a 
w, E Ker l3: with its unique wg, there is at most one w2 E V, such that (2.6) 
is satisfied. Thus w2 and wg are functions of w,, and they are independent 
of WI. 8 
Our discussion implies that the restriction of the orthoprojection, of 
H - (KerS nKerS1) on Q=‘, to the subspace Ker Se (Ker S nKer S,), is a 
one-to-one projection of 
KerSG(KerS nKerS,) into KerBT. 
Therefore (also using Claim 2.3), 
A* = Dim[KerSe(KerS nKerS,)] Q DimKerB: = r -A. 
Therefore (2.1) is established, and hence both A and A* must be finite. 
We note that 6 = 8, - A + A*. Combining this equation with the in- 
equality (2.1) will establish the inequality (1.7). n 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Of course, whatever formula is valid for v and vL 
is also valid for 7~ and TV. 
OBSERVATION 2.5. (v, Sv) = (v, S,v) for all v E V. 
Proof of the inequalities on the left side of Theorem 1.2. Let 
K,=W,e(W,nV,) 
be the orthogonal complement. 
OBSERVATION 2.6. (K,@W_)n(V+eV,) C Kw n V, = 0. 
REMARK. This observation is an immediate consequence of Observation 
2.5, together with (1.1) and (1.2) and the definition of K,. 
We note that 
V+@V, has codim v1 in V, 
V has codim r in &‘, and hence 
V+@V, has codim r + v1 in J?. 
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Therefore Observation 2.6 implies that 
DimW_CBK, G r + vl. 
We know that 
Therefore, 
DimW_$K, = DimW_ +Dim K, = Y + A*. 
v<r+vl-A*. 
Having shown that 6 and 8, are finite, we note that 
6+A=6,+A*. (2.7) 
Therefore the left-hand inequality for (1.6) may be obtained by adding 6 = 6 
to (1.5). n 
Proof of the inequalities on the right side of Theorem 1.2. Let 
K,=V,-(W,nV,). 
OBSERVATION 2.7. (W+@W,)n(V_@K,) = 0. 
We note that 
w_ = (W+@W,) L
and hence (using this observation) that 2 
v = DimW_ > Dim( V_ @Kv) = vl+ A. (2.8) 
The right-side inequality for (1.6) may be obtained by adding 6 = 6 to the 
right-side inequality for (1.5) and then using (2.7). n 
‘The first version of this paper gave simply this result (2.8) (together with Section 11 of [l]). 
I mailed a copy to Professor Brian Cain. By rehnn mail, he sent me two other proofs of (2.8). 
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Alternute Proof of (1.7) when S is a Hermitian matrix. Here T is finite 
automatically. The inequality (1.5) implies that 
r>A+A*. 
Therefore, 
-A>A*-r and A*<r-A. (2.9) 
The definitions (1.4) imply that 
6=d+A*=6,-A+A*. 
Inserting the inequalities (2.9) into this equation will establish (1.7). n 
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